Week Two

English 11/12
Desoto County
Schools

Distance Learning
You are living through an unprecedented moment in history—right now! Today,
tomorrow, and the days that follow will be captured in history books. Someday, you will
share stories with your children and grandchildren about living through this time.
Because these days are historical, it is critical that we not let these events pass without
capturing how they affect you, your family, your school, and your community.
Since you will be "schooling" from home, I will describe here the daily assigned work to
be done outside the classroom. Here are your daily writing and reading requirements:

Daily Writing
You will be asked to write two pages (or more) a day. It may help to read one of your
daily articles for inspiration before writing.
Some possibilities for daily writing:

Write a letter to a friend or family member detailing tips on how to keep a
positive attitude or stay healthy in difficult times.
Remember a time in your life that was difficult for you. In what ways are
you now thankful that event occurred? What did you gain from it? In what
ways might you find the positive in a current difficult event in your life?
Complete the following sentence ten times: "I hope . . ." Review what you
have written. How do you feel?

What is one thing that you know you can do—no matter how small—to
make a positive difference in others' lives? How can you make that action
a regular part of your life? Are there other actions you could take that
would benefit others? What is the first step you need to take?
Who is the most inspiring person you know? What qualities does that
person have that are inspirational? What similar qualities do you have?

Daily Choice Reading
Find a book to read. Any book that interests you. Your choice. You are asked to read
this book for 30 or more minutes every school day. You are asked to time your

reading every day and to track the time you spend reading on a self-made chart. The

chart you create can be hand-written or created digitally, and it might look like this
example:

Pages read|Time spent reading
35 minutes
3nQ\The Hate U Give\22-4Q
30 minutes
3/19|7-/?e Hate U G/Ve|48-68
40 minutes
3/201T/ie Hate U G/Ve|68-90
DatelBook

3/23
3/24
3/25

The goal here is 30 minutes a day of sustained, uninterrupted reading. I know that may
be difficult for some of you, as you may face interruptions at home, but it is critical that
you do your best to find uninterrupted reading time as a means to building your stamina.
If you do not have access a book, consider other types of reading (articles, newspapers,
magazines, etc.) and track that reading on a chart.

Daily ACT Practice
Do a practice section of the ACT Reading and a practice section of the ACT English.
For English, the ACT packet contains one ACT practice section.
Option One: There are five passages in the section. You can take the entire
section in one sitting and time yourself for 45 minutes.

Option Two: There are five passages in the section. You can take one passage
each day and time yourself for 9 minutes.

For Reading, the packet contains one ACT practice section.

Option One: There are four passages for the section. You can take the entire
section (all four passages) and time yourself for 35 minutes.

Option Two: There are four passages in the section. You can take one passage
each day (for four days) and time yourself for 9 minutes.

Daily Current Event/Article/Fiction Reading
•

Read one of the attached articles or poems each day.
As you read, it is important to recognize both a reader's purpose and an
author's purpose. Read with a questioning stance:

lV/?y am I reading this? What do I want to get out of this text? What does
the author want me to know? Why has this been written, and for whom?
Annotate the text, noting things that surprise you, words you don't know
(look them up if possible), and the main idea of each paragraph or stanza.
Use one of the texts as a "seed" for your daily writing.
Complete the multiple-choice questions and writing prompts after each
article.
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Why your mindset matters
By Meg Thacher, Cricket Media, adapted by Newsela staff on 07.20.18
Word Count 692
Level 980L
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Image 1. In this photo from 2017, Herbert Ftobinson, left, and Israel McDonald. right, team up to solve a math probtern at Turner Elementary
School in southeast Washington, If students have a fixed mindset. they might be too embarrassed to ask for help. But it's when students
cooperate that they help each other learn and grow. Photo by: Manuel Balce Ceneta/AP.

Imagine that two students, 0 and Aarti, are taking a really hard math test in September. 0 has a
fixed mindset, which means he believes that a person's intelligence is fixed. According to 0, you're.
either smart or dumb, and if you're smart, everything is easy for you. Aarti has a growth mindset,
which means he believes that your intelligence can grow. Not eveiyone can become a genius or a
star athlete, but they can improve the skills they have and develop new ones.

So which is right? It's Aarti, since, believe it or not, research shows that you really can get smarter
by working hard, practicing and challenging yourself.
How The Brain Works

Your brain is made up of 86 billion cells called neurons. They're literally wired together by axons

in a network that sends electrical and chemical signals. A single neuron in your brain can be
connected to 10,000 other neurons. When you think, feel, move or use your senses, signals travel
through this network.
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Brain researchers have found that, when we learn, new connections form between neurons, old

connections grow stronger and unused connections are destroyed. Learning is like exercise for
your bi'cun. The more you work it out, the stronger and smarter your network of neurons will
become.
How Mindset Works

Your mindset can affect your performance at school, in sports and the arts, and even how you act
and feel. Dr. Carol Dweck is a psychology professor at Stanford University who studies how the
mind works. She has discovered that people with a fixed mindset tackle problems in a different
way from those with a growth mindset.
People with a fixed mindset are veiy concerned with grades and how smart they look compared to
other people. They tend to give up on difficult problems. When they make mistakes, they think it
means they're not smart. They're afraid of challenges because, if they don't do well, they might
look dumb.

People with a growth mindset, on the other hand, are concerned with learning, not grades. They
jump right in and work hard on difficult problems. They learn from mistakes by trying different
problem-solving methods or asking for help. They like challenges because they want to stretch and
improve their abilities.
For Example, Look At Babies

Babies are the best example of the growth mindset. In
only two years, they learn to walk, talk and feed
themselves. They don't worty about looking diimb
while they learn, and when they make mistakes, they
just try again. Many successful people have a growth
mindset, too.

Fixed Mindset

Growth Mindset
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Dweck and her team discovered that middle school

students with a growth mindset do better in math,
while those with a fixed mindset do worse. Kids \vith
both mindsets do fine in elementaiy school, but
middle school math is much harder. So while the

growth-mindset kids embrace the challenge and work
harder, the fixed-mindset kids may just give up,
making their grades suffer.
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But Dweck's team discovered something even more important than that.
Changing Your Mind(set)

The team taught those middle schoolers about mindset and how the brain works. They talked
about the dangers of labeling people as dumb or smart. They discovered that, with some work,
kids can choose to have a growth mindset and do better in school. Everyone has some of each type
of mindset — they're like voices in your head. Tlie trick is to recognize your fixed mindset voice
and your growth mindset voice.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Wlien you hear your fixed mindset voice telling you you're dumb, or that you'll look stupid if you
ask for help, or that learning a new skill is hard, talk back to it. You're not dumb, you just haven't
learned how to do it yet. Asking for help isn't stupid—it's smart. And learning a new skill is hard,
but won't it be worth it?

Meg Thacher teaches astronomy, physics and writing at Smith College in western
Massachtisetts. Because she's a grown-up, her brain weighs more than yours but has fewer
neural connections.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Quiz
1

If the author needed to shorten the article, which sentence from the article would be the MOST important to keep?
(A) Not everyone can become a genius or a star athlete, but they can improve the skills they have and
develop new ones.

(B) When you think, feel, move or use your senses, signals travel through this network,
(C) Kids with both mindsets do fine in elementary school, but middle school math is much harder.
(D) They discovered that, with some work, kids can choose to have a growth mindset and do better in
school.

2 Read the sentence from the section "How Mindset Works."

Your mindset can affect your performance at school, in sports and the arts, and even how you act
and feel.
How does this detail develop the author's central idea?

(A) by elaborating on the difference between mindsets
(B) by emphasizing why a person's mindset is very important
(C) by illustrating that some people are better at sports and art
(D) by indicating that people act and feel differently in school
3 Which selection from the article is BEST illustrated by Image1?

(A) When they make mistakes, they think it means they're not smart. They're afraid of challenges because,
if they don't do well, they might took dumb,

(B) They jump right in and work hard on difficult problems. They learn from mistakes by trying different
problem-solvjng methods or asking for help.

(C) Dweck and her team discovered that middle school students with a growth mindset do better in math,
while those with a fixed mindset do worse.

(D) The team taught those middle schoolers about mindset and how the brain works. They talked about the
dangers of labeling people as dumb or smart.

4 How do Image 2 and the information in the article develop a clear understanding of how mindset works?
(A) Both illustrate how differences in mindset can lead to different learning outcomes.
(B) Both illustrate how differences in mindset form different connections in the brain.

(C) Both show that students with a growth mindset can help students with a fixed mindset.
(D) Both show that students with a growth mindset probably had that mindset as babies.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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How to be patient
By WikiHow, adapted by Newsela staff on 11.12.19
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Image 1. Harry Potter fans wait in a very long line in London, England, to purchase "Harry Potter and the Cursed Child" exactly at midnight,
Potter fans had to practice patience between books and on release dates, too! Photo from: Daniel Leal.Olivas/Stringer

You probably know what it feels like to get stuck in a long lunch line or struggle with a difficult
assignment. Impatience is a natural reaction to have in situations like these when things aren t
going your way.

There are strategies you can learn to control and minimize your impatient feelings. Practicing
these strategies mil help you to feel calmer and happier and be more understanding, no matter the
frustrating situation.
Exercising Patience In The Moment

Notice the thoughts and physical feelings you have when yoii get impatient. When you
are in a stressful situation, be alert to thoughts that hint that you might be getting impatient.

Examples may be thoughts like, "This is taking forever," or "11-iis person is being so annoying." As
soon as you notice these thoughts, check in with your body for signs of frustration, such as
clenching yozir hands, taking shorter breaths, and feeling irritable or angry.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Figiire out what is causing your impatience.
Once yoii've recognized that you are feeling impatient,
you can look for the source of this feeling. Ask
yoiirself, "Wliy am I feeling this way?" and consider a
few common causes. Maybe your en\dronment is not
meeting your expectations. For example, maybe you
have shown up very hungry to a restaurant, and it is
much more crowded than you thought it would be. Or
maybe someone is not behaving the way you want
them to - such as a shopper at the groceiy store who is
be taking too long to pay when you are in a huny.
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The source of impatience can also be internal. Some people feel impatient when they don't master
a new skill as fast as they'd like, even if they know the skill takes practice. Thoughts and feelings
can also be a source of impatience. Controlling what you think and how you feel is not easy, and
you may get impatient with yourself for not being able to control the feelings and thoughts that
pop into your mind.

Interrupt the impatience. Taking small, simple actions can break the cycle of impatience and
give you a chance to regroup. For example, move your wallet or phone from one pocket to another,
focusing on the physical sensation of the movement. This simple task will distract you from your
impatience and its source.
Take deep breaths. Close your eyes and inhale deeply, hold in your breathe for a moment, and
then let the air out slowly. You will feel your body calm down. Deep breathing also forces you to
pause before you say or do anything you may later regret.
Shift your perspective. Most situations that inake you feel impatient can't easily be changed.
Instead, concentrate on the things you do have the power to change, such as yoiir attitude and
outlook. Say to yourself, "Since I can't remove myself conipletely from this situation, how can I
make it better?" You can also tiy to find something positive in the situation yoii are facing. This
can be hard at first, but forcing yourself to focus on the positive will niake you feel better in the
long run.
Working Toward Long-Term Patience

Keep a journal of your inipatience. When you
get impatient, write down the date, the time, what
you're impatient about, and how you feel physically
and emotionally. Read your journal later and look for
patterns in the situations that make you feel the most
impatient. Tliis will help you recognize and respond to
common triggers. Journaling about these frustrations
is also a way to vent your emotions, which can make
you feel calmer.
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Create a personal strategy. Using your journal,
make a list of the things that trigger your impatience.
Then make a second list of things you can do to handle these triggers more calmly.
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com,
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For example, if you often get impatient with your friends or family members, your strategy might
be: "Take three deep breaths. Explain why you're fmstrated and walk away if needed."
I

Practice short meditations. Breathe deeply, focus
on your breath, and close your eyes. This simple
meditation wi]] help you feel calm. Practice these
quick meditations a few times a day, even when you're
not feeling impatient. Getting comfortable meditating
when you're calm will make it easier to do so in the
heat of the moment.

Exercise regularly. Getting exercise will burn off
the stress hormones that are shortening yoiir fuse,
making it easier to maintain your cool in intense
situations. Sometimes you can also use exercise to

counteract your impatience in the moment. If you're feeling impatient while working on a difficult
project, for example, get iip and take a five-minute walk.

Be prepared to wait. Many people get impatient when they're forced to wait for a long time, like
at a doctor's office. Be prepared to distract yourself from this frustration by bringing a book or
crossword puzzle with you.

Ask for help when yoii need it. If you are feeling overloaded, talk to a friend or family member
and ask if he or she can help. Taking some of the pressure off of yourself will lower your stress
levels and make you less likely to feel impatient in the first place. You should never feel bad about
asking for help, especially when it has to do with your mental health.
Accepting What You Can't Change

Be kind to yourself. If you often get impatient with yourself, try to give yourself a break.
Remind yourself that no one is perfect and that you can only expect so much from yourself.
Accept that your expectations might not
always be met. People and situations will not
always match up to what we expect. Most impatience
comes from being frustrated about this reality. Try to
accept that people, and life itself, will never be perfect,
and remind yourself to take life's twists and turns with
humor.
•

List the things you feel grateful for. Studies

show that people who express gratitude in their daily
life are more likely to be patient and have better selfcontrol. Practice grateftilness by thinking eveiy day of
the things that you are grateful for.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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Quiz
1

Which statement from the article would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?
(A) Impatience is a natural reaction to have in situations like these when things aren't going your way.
(B) There are strategies you can learn to control and minimize your impatient feelings.
(C) As soon as you notice these thoughts, check in with your body for signs of frustration, such as clenching
your hands, taking shorter breaths, and feeling irritable or angry.
(D) This can be hard at first, but forcing yourself to focus on the positive will make you feel better in the long
run,

2 Which statement is a central idea of the article?

(A) A person can do certain things to practice being more patient.
(B) Deep breathing is a proven method to alleviate feelings of impatience,
(C) Meditation can help a person recognize what triggers their impatience.
(D) Exercise is a way to burn off the stress hormones that are making you feel impatient.

3 Read the sentence from the section "Exercising Patience In The Moment,"

Taking small, simple actions can break the cycle of impatience and give you a chance to regroup.
Which of the following words, if it replaced the word "cycle" in the sentence above, would CHANGE the meaning of the
sentence?

(A) progression
(B) chain
(C) loop

(D) root

4 Read the sentence from the section "Working Toward Long-Term Patience."

Journaling about these frustrations is also a way to vent your emotions, which can make you feel
calmer.

How does the word "vent" affect the tone of the sentence above?

(A) It conveys the importance of learning how to calm yourself.
(B) It conveys the importance ofjournaling to manage impatience.
(C) It conveys the danger of not managing frustrations.
(D) It conveys the strength of emotions that can cause impatience.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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"Hope" is the thing with feathers-f254)
By Emily Dickinson
1891

Emily Dickinson (1830-1886) was an American poet who lived a mostly introverted, secluded life. She wrote |!|

over 1,800 poems — many of which deal with themes of death and immortality — in her seclusion. The |

following poem was first published in 1891 and discusses the nature of hope. As you read, take notes on S
Dickinson's symbol of hope and the figurative language used to describe it. |
[1 ] "Hope" is the thing with feathers —
That perches in the soul —
And sings the tune without the words —
And never stops — at all —

I
s

[5] And sweetest — in the Gale — is heard —
And sore2 must be the storm —
That could abash3 the little Bird
That kept so many warm —
I've heard it in the chillest land —

[10] And on the strangest Sea —

Yet — never — in Extremity,
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It asked a crumb — of Me.

"Hope" is the thing with feathers - (254) by Emily Dickinson is in the public domain.

1. Gale fnounj; strong wind

2. In this case, "sore" refers to the severity or terribleness of this hypothetical storm.
3. Abash (verb): to destroy the self-confidence of; to bewilder or embarrass
4. Extremity (noun): the furthest limit; or the extreme degree or nature of something
1

HH COMMONLIT
Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.
1. PART A: Which of the following best describes a central theme of the poem?
A. Love and family help people get through tough times.
B. Nature is the natural opponent of people.
C. Overcoming obstacles requires great hope, strength, and resilience.
D. One can always rely on hope to help overcome obstacles.
2. PART B: Which of the of the following quotes best supports the answer to Part A?
A. "'Hope' is the thing with feathers" (Line 1)
B. 'That perches in the soul — / .„ And never stops — at all" (Lines 2-4)
C, "sore must be the storm — / That could abash" (Lines 6-7)

D. "I've heard it in the chilliest land — / And on the strangest Sea —" (Lines 9-10)
3. PART A: What does the storm most likely represent?
A. Hardship
B. Death
C. Sadness

D. Danger

4. PART B: Which of the following quotes best supports the answer to Part A?
A. "'Hope' is the thing with feathers" (Line 1)
B. "sings the tune without the words" (Line 3)
C. "abash the little Bird" (Line 7)
D. "the strangest Sea" (Line 10)

5. What does the last stanza suggest about the speaker's point of view regarding hope?
A. The speaker has experienced some troubled times but is now in a much better
place.

B. The speaker thinks of hope as the only source of comfort in his/her life, even
more than food (i.e. the "crumb").

C. The speaker thinks hope is helpful, but only to a certain point.
D. The speaker, having experienced adversity, regards hope in a positive light, as it
never asked anything of him/her.

2

|||1| COMMONLIT
Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. In the context of this poem, how do people overcome adversity? Use evidence from this
poem, your own experience, and other literature or art in your answer.

2. How do the descriptions of nature contribute to the meaning of the poem? Is the
comparison of hope to a bird effective? Why or why not?

3

j|g| COMMONLIT
Class:

Name:

I Hear America Singing
By Wait Whitman
1855

Wait Whitman Is a famous American poet, often called the father of "free verse," who wrote during the time
of urbanization in America. As you read, consider the images in the poem and the effect they have on the
mood.

[1] I hear America singing, the varied carols I hear,
Those of mechanics, each one singing his as it

should be blithe1 and strong,
The carpenter singing his as he measures his

G&

plank or beam,

^

The mason2 singing his as he makes ready for
work, or leaves off work,

<

[5] The boatman singing what belongs to him in his
boat, the deckhand singing on the steamboat

"•'^'tt

-r€-^1.

»

deck,

The shoemaker singing as he sits on his bench,

sw

I

te35-'&«

the hatter singing as he stands,

»^

The wood-cutter's song, the ploughboy's3 on his

t

way in the morning, or at noon intermission
or at sundown,

r

The delicious singing of the mother, or of the
young wife at work, or of the girl sewing or

;i'i:a;

washing,
Each singing what belongs to him or her and to

a*

none else,

[10] The day what belongs to the day—at night the

party of young fellows, robust, friendly,
Singing with open mouths their strong melodious
songs.

"Wa/l.Whisma.a..5i£.e.L£riS[CMngl by Samuel Hollyer (1826-1919)0f
o daguerreotype by Gabriel Harrison (1818-1902) is in the public
domain.

/ Hear America Singing by Wait Whitman is in the public domain.

1. Blithe (adjective): carefree, joyous
2. Someone who builds with stone

3. A boy who guides work animals across a farm, drawing a plough
4. Robust (adjective): strong and healthy; vigorous
1

IBBI COMMONLIT
Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.
1. How do the images in the poem contribute to overall theme? Cite at least two pieces [RL.2]
of specific evidence from the text in your response.

2. PART A: In the final line, what does the phrase "€oeSinging with open mouths"
suggest about what it means to be American?
A. that they are diverse, open-minded, tolerant people.
B. that they want to be heard.
C. that they are generous and benevolent people.
D, that they are bold and proud people.

[RL.3]

3. PART B: Which phrase provides the best support for the answer to Part A?

[RL.1]

A. "varied carols"

B. "blithe and strong"
C. "what belongs to him or her and to none else"
D. "delicious singing of the mother"
4. Wait Whitman has been called the father of the free verse. What effect does this
poetic form have on the poem overall?

[RL.5]

2

|1||| COMMONLIT
Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Why is it significant that Wait Whitman discusses the mechanic, carpenter, mason, and
boatman? What is his point?

2. Consider other perspectives: how might the American experience depicted in this poem

differ from that of immigrants, or of African-Americans (remember, slavery was abolished
in 1865 - 5 years after this poem was published)?

3. Compare this poem with your vision of America today. Using supporting evidence, answer
this question: How has America changed over time?

3
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Why tough times can create better neighbors
By Christian Science Monitor, adapted by Newsela staff on 03.19.20
Word Count 1,059
Level 1140L
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Image 1. Flavia, who is 8 years old, and her rnoSher. Silvia, put a banner reading "Everything will be alright" on the balcony of their apartment
in F-torne, Italy, March 13. 2020. Photo; Atessandra Tarantino/AP Photo

Residents of a neighborhood in Boston, Massachusetts, emerged from their apartments for a flash
mob on the morning of March 14. Staying more than 6 feet apart, the neighbors waved to each
other and joined in singing the Beatles song "Let it Be." One of the residents, a professional cellist,
played for a sing-along of "Lean on Me" by Bill Withers.

"Eveiyone appreciated the activity, which brought much-needed levity and connection," resident
Minda Sanchez said via email.

The activity not only brought community members to their feet to dance in the sun, it brought
many to tears.

Similar scenes are playing out in neighborhoods across the world quarantined because of CO VID-

19, (short for coronavirus disease 2019). The coronavirus is a flu-like illness that began in China
and has been spreading across the globe since December 2019.

In Wuhan, China, whole blocks of apartment biiildings chanted, "Keep iip the fight." In Rome and
in Siena, Italians on lockdown lean out of windows and balconies with tambourines and
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

accordions to sing songs. On March 14, citizens throughout Spain began clapping in unison to
cheer hea.lth care workers.
Reaching Out To Strangers

As the practice of "social distancing" burgeons, people are finding ways to meet even though they
can't meet face-to-face. Social distancing is the practice of keeping away from crowds and public
places to slow down the spread of a disease.
Instead, people are using video calling and social network connections. However, people aren't
just staying in touch with friends and family. r e global crisis has roused a sense of shared
humanity that's causing people to reach out to their communities. Amid the outbreak ofCOVID19, there's a surge of kindness among strangers.
"In times of great stress, helping others is a powerful
way to reassert control in a moment where many of us
feel helpless," said Jamil Zaki, aiithor of "The War for
Kindness: Building Empathy in a Fractured World."
"Kindness toward others actually can be a great
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source of healing."

One of the ways that millions of people are being kind
to others right now is by practicing social distancing.
For many, the motivation is that they want to protect
others. There are models for that impiilse, said Jill
Suttie, a psychologist at the Greater Good Science
Center at the University of California, Berkeley. A
study demonstrated the most effective way for
hospitals to motivate health care professionals to
wash their hands isn't by noting the importance of
safeguarding oneself from disease. It's stressing the.
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impact it has on protecting patients.
SB

^

SSB
To be sure, not everyone is acting kindly at the
I SM
moment. Fights have broken out ill supermarkets as
•
•
^
people wrestle for the last remaining item on a shelf.
Some are hoarding hand sanitizer, face masks and
toilet paper. Many ignored pleas to practice social distancing, gathering at restaurants. In
response, governors in several states, including Massachusetts and Ohio, shut down restaurants
except for delivery and takeout.
m
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Kindness Can Go Viral, Too

Even so, instances of selflessness have become increasingly common. Professional basketball

players such as Giannis Antetokounmpo and Zion Williamson have donated money to cover the
salaries of arena workers affected by the suspension of the season. Other acts of kindness include
providing food for children who are out of school.
Witnessing acts of kindness inspires others, said Zaki, a psychologist at Stanford University in
California. In 2016, he published an article in Scientific American, "Kindness Contagion," that
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

included findings of studies about how people "catch" cooperation and generosity from others.
This desire to help others intensifies during times of crisis and crosses lanes of class, race and
other divisions.

For example, when Germans began retreating behind closed doors earlier in March, Molly Wilson
realized she didn't know the elderly people in her Berlin neighborhood. Wilson, an American who
moved to Germany in 2016, teamed up with a neiglibor to post flyers on mailboxes and trash cans
on their street. Their notes offered to go shopping on behalf of those who felt unable to go outside.
"My husband and I are both on parental leave, so one ofiis can absolutely go and get some noodles
and beans for somebody who lives a couple streets over," said Wllson. She also posted her note on
Twitter to inspire others. "We need to do something off-line in order to let old people know that
it's OK to reach out for help."

Wlien in-person activity is limited, technology can temporarily mend rips in the social fabric. Good
Samaritans are using social media platforms to post offers to help strangers. For example, Jerry
Xu, a tech professional ill San Francisco, California, used the app NextDoor to volunteer his
seivices. NextDoor connects members to others in their area.
Beyond Offering A Cup Of Sugar

To Marc Dunkelnian, author of "The Vanishing Neighbor," these responses to the coronavirus
crisis are notable in their contrast to normal times. Most people's acquaintances resemble a model
like the rings of Saturn, with the innermost bands representing the closest connections and each
successive loop becoming more distant. Over the past 50 years, people have invested more time on
the innermost ring of friends and family. People have also invested more time in the outermost
rings. Those include online acquaintances they doii't know personally but with whom they share
interests such as sports, hobbies or politics.

People have. largely abandoned rings in the middle, said Dunkelman. Those are the rings of
contacts including neighbors and groups such as bowling leagues or Boy Scouts. Yet the
coronavirus offers the opportunity for greater local connection.

"Could it be that in the context of this crisis, people do break through that initial barrier and say to
one another, even though they're not supposed to be accosting one another or having real
intimacy, 'Hello. You know, I live in apartment 2B. You must live above me'?" said Dunkelman.
The crisis will alter the way we connect socially. Even if it is online, what matters most is how we
interact with others, said Suttie.

She recommends "trying to calm each other to the extent that we can and not raise panic because
that helps all of us to be a bit calmer."

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Quiz
1

According to the article, technology can help people stay connected during a crisis. Which paragraph BEST supports this idea?
(A) In Wuhan, China, whole blocks of apartment buildings chanted, "Keep up the fight." In Rome and in
Siena, Italians on lockdown lean out of windows and balconies with tambourines and accordions to sing
songs. On March 14, citizens throughout Spain began clapping in unison to cheer health care workers,
(B) Instead, people are using video calling and social network connections. However, people aren't just
staying in touch with friends and family. The global crisis has roused a sense of shared humanity that's
causing people to reach out to their communities. Amid the outbreak ofCOVID-19, there's a surge of
kindness among strangers.

(C) Even so, instances of selflessness have become increasingly common, Professional basketball players
such as Giannis Antetokounmpo and Zion Williamson have donated money to cover the salaries of
arena workers affected by the suspension of the season. Other acts of kindness include providing food
for children who are out of school.

(D) "Could it be that in the context of this crisis, people do break through that initial barrier and say to one
another, even though they're not supposed to be accosting one another or having real intimacy, 'Hello.
You know, I live in apartment 2B. You must live above me?'" said Dunkelman.

2 Read the list of sentences from the article.

1. Social distancing is the practice of keeping away from crowds and public places to slow
down the spread of a disease.

2. A study demonstrated the most effective way for hospitals to motivate health care
professionals to wash their hands isn't by noting the importance of safeguarding oneself
from disease.

3. Professional basketball players such as Giannis Antetokounmpo and Zion Williamson have
donated money to cover the salaries of arena workers affected by the suspension of the
season.

4. This desire to help others intensifies during times of crisis and crosses lanes of class, race
and other divisions.

Which two sentences taken together provide the BEST evidence to support the idea that many people are primarily concerned
with helping others during the coronavirus crisis?
(A) 1 and 2
(B) 1 and 3
(C) 2 and 4
(D) 3 and 4
3 Which of the following people or groups quoted in the article would be MOST likely to agree with the idea that music can bring
people together?

(A)

Minda Sanchez

(B)

Jill Suttie

(C)

Jamil Zaki

(D)

Marc Dunkelman

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

4 Which of the following would BEST describe Molly Wilson's reaction to the coronavirus outbreak?
(A) She used apps to volunteer to help elderly neighbors with errands they could not do themselves.
(B) She worked to make her neighbors a part of her more intimate social circle.
(C) She helped her neighbors organize a singalong in order to raise their spirits.
(D) She strove to get supplies for her elderly neighbors to help them stay safe.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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ENGLISH TEST
45 Minutes—75 Questions

You will also find questions about a section of the passage, or about the passage as a whole. These questions
do not refer to an underlined portion of the passage, but
rather are identified by a number or numbers in a box.
For each question, choose the alternative you consider

DIRECTIONS: In the five passages that fdfllow, certain
words and phrases are underlined and numbered. In
the right-hand column, you will find alternatives for the
underlined part. In most cases, you are to choose the
one that best expresses the idea, makes the statement

appropriate for standard written English, or is worded

best and fill in the corresponding oval on your-answer

most consistently with the style and tone of the passage
as a whole. If you think the original version is b'est,
choose "NO CHANGE." In sorr^e cases, you will find in

i

document. Read each passage through once twfore you

begin to answer the questions that accompany it. For

many of the questions, you must read several sentences
beyond the question to determine (he answer. Be sure
that you have read far enough ahead each time you

the right-hand column a questibh about the underlined
part. You are to choose the best answer to the question,

(•

choose an alternative.
?
»

PASSAGE I

\

From Salad to Symphony

[1]
Though they can often be seen lugging bags stuffed
with fresh vegetables home from Beijing markets, brothers
Nan Weidong and Nan Weiping are not chefs—they are
1. A. NO CHANGE

musicians. [A] Their instruments of choice is considered

B. does seem
C. are

I

rather unusual: a pan pipe fashioned from carrots,

f,

D. is

an ocarina created from a sweet potato,

t

i

2. Which choice best maintains the pattern established in
the sentence's two previous examples?

other brightly colored vegetables. Gourds,
2

F. NO CHANGE
G. vegetable instruments of all shapes and sizes.
H. a flute made from a bamboo shoot.

J. a certain type of root vegetable.
3. A. NO CHANGE
B. other; vegetables are'used

daikon radishes, and other vegetables, are used
3

C. other vegetables are used,

to round out the "orchestra."

D. other vegetables are used

[2]
From an early age, the Nan brothers, raised on a
4. F. NO CHANGE

vegetable farm in China's Anhui province, who were

G. were
H. and were

4

taught to play conventional musical instruments by

J. DELETE the underlined portion.

their father, a music teacher. [B] The siblings' love of
music and passion for performance led them to begin

ACT-A11
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experimenting with vegetable musical instruments a
few years ago.

[3] . .- r
5. A. NO CHANGE
B. Eating unused vegetable parts while they construct
C. Using metal tools to construct

Working by hand while constructing their edible
instruments, the brothers manually bore holes into the

D. To construct

vegetables by using long metal drill bits, snacking on
discarded pieces as they'work. [C] Weiping says that

-^

- /

6. F. NO CHANGE
G. having made
H. by making

to create a low pitch, which makes-a deep hole.
(

J.

he makes

7. A. NO CHANGE
B. Conversely,
c. Otherwise,

Nonetheless, a high pitch requires a shallow hole.
7

D. Even so,

\

8. F. NO CHANGE
G. factors—like
H. factors, like
J. factors like

Other factors, liKe, the diameter of the hole and

changes in air temperature and humidity, also

9. A. NO CHANGE

effects the sound quality.

B. affects
c. affect
D. effect

[4]
[1] A newly picked vegetable that sits at the market
for even one day may lose much of its water content,

producing a pitch that is out of tune. [2] Because of this,

10. F. NO CHANGE
G.,< such vegetables produce
H. it will produce
J. this produces

10

the brothers must carve a fresh set of instruments before

each performance. [3] Still, the most critical ingredient
in creating high-quality souad, W-eidong says, is the

11. A. NO CHANGE
B. sound, Weidong says
C. sound Weidong says,
D. sound Weidong says

. II

vegetables' high water content. 112

12. Which sequence of sentences makes this paragraph
most logical?
F. NO CHANGE

G. 1,3,2
H. 2,1,3
J. 3, 1, 2

<
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[5]

13. A. NO CHANGE
B. With the brothers' musical repertoire being °;Y^
c. Having the brothers' musfcal repertoire be ^
D. The brothers' musical repertoire is

While the brothers' musical repertoire is as varied
13

as their instruments, ranging from traditional Chine*
flute music to modern pop songs. [DFThey maintain that

'.•:: -.

*

different vegetables have different scales and are therefore

1

suited to different types of music. Since 2011, the Nan
brothers have performed regularly, playing a wide variety

.^'-

••"/

of music on their edible instruments an^bringing a whole

14. At this point, the writer is considering adding the fol-

new meaning to the idea of playing with your food. | K.|

lowing true statement:

Each pitch is tested and perfected witS the

help of an old electronic tuner. ^"

Should the writer make this addition here?

E Yes, because it s^ports the-ideastfuKtthebrotheis.i''
exercise care airi ^attention t&detaitas they cia^:y
their vegetabt^ iastt'uments.." ';' L-"": {',i^ • ' :~"y.^-:
G. Yes, because itflteilps explain Imw T(M^etableSGB»

be tunSsxt intojpt®c:Ese ^musicatiBs(ra|Sents. ' ^ ;y.^ ^ ^,

H. No, because it provides infonaa^o® abourAc";l^
process of creating instruments tfaatiis not relewt ,.&

at this point in tfaeessay. '.^1;1/.... .'/'S-JI

J. No, because it 'conflicts 'with tiBte-idea that ::dic. %

brothers have a^strong musical background. X

—it

Question 15 asks about the pra>ce<SRg passage B
's
as a whole. ^ 9
1^'.'

s"*-~ws~
15. The writer wants to add the foBowi^ sentence aBialUea||i

'n-a 5g^:

As teenagers, they perfosaied. with a loc,a3|,'^i

theater company. ''.''/''":1^ ':1?:<5WIII'
The seateace^uld most lo^ea^teptoced at: ^?>*|
- >'^;'^'^^^;;

A. PomtAm Paragraph!. !; '' '"'BM,
B. Point B in Paragraph 2.
C. Point C in Paragraph 3.
D. Point D in Paragraph 5.

^Mi,^^':'

:.^.;%'..
-1::1;1

PASSAGE II

Nature Meets Art
--^.•.:. •<...•:%;'•.'

[1]

^:'fe;:

Located in Olympic Sculpture Park in Seattle,

:..."-i,.,^»;-

artist Mark Dion's Neukom Vivarium has been called

^.•^...,;:.

a combination of art and ecology, sculpture and nature.

^
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16. F. NO CHANGE
G. the term "nurse log" is defined as
H. this type of log is
J. DELETE the underlined portion.

The installation contains a sixty-foot-long nurse log, it is
16

a slowly decaying piece of tree trunk that provides a home

and nutrients for young plants and supports a^artety of

17. A. NO CHANGE
B. log, in addition to acting as a home and providing
nutrients for young plants, offers visitors
C. massive piece of tree (a sixty-foot log) offers

microbial life. [A] This single log offers visitors to the
IT

visitors

t

I

D. decaying nurse log offers visitors who come
-;;/

urban park, a glimpse into the complicated cycle of life

18. F. NO CHANGE
G. park a glimpse into the complicated cycle of life
H. park a glimpse into the complicated cycle of life,
J. park, a glimpse into the complicated cycle of life,

u ^: ^ •

unfolding in the forests outside the city.

, [2]
Vivarium comes from the Latin word vivus, which
means "alive"—a fitting description for a piece of art that

\.

exemplifies a thriving forest ecosystem. [B] Dion.found

19. A. NO CHANGE

the log, part of a western hemlock lying 'in a Washington

B. laying within

19

C. lying with
D. laying in

20. F. NO CHANGE
G. and, to transport
H. and transported
J. transported

forest, and, transporting it to the city along witii some
20

of the soil, fungi, and plants that had surrounded the
tree. [C] Working with a team of scientists and
architects, Dion installed the log in a specially
constructed eighty-foot-long greenhouse. The

/

greenhouse is customized with magnifying glasses
and microscopes that disclose minute details of the

21. A. NO CHANGE

life supported by the log. Repeated visits to the.

B. log, repeating
C. log repeating
D. log, repeated

21

22. F. NO CHANGE
G. has revealed
H. is revealirig

installation reveals the larger process of decay
21,

and transformation.

J. reveal

[3]
-.L'

In the wild, this Gomplex, mterconnect&d

system of life would have had no; trouble sustammg
itself. In the city, however, maintaining the nurse log
23. A. NO CHANGE
B. a great amount in
C. great amounts of
D. great numbers in

requires a great number of energy and technolbgy. [D]
23
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Humidity is electronically monitored, the soil is

24. F. NO CHANGE
G. constantly provided with and restored by nutrien

constantly replenished with nutrients, and sunlight is
24

filtered through green-hued glass designed to mimic

on a regular basis,

H. often constantly replenished with healthfi
nutrients,

J. constantly replenished with restorative nutrien
regularly,

the color of a forest canopy. 125

25. If the writer were to delete the preceding sentence, tt
paragraph would primarily lose a statement that:
A. explains why good air quality and healthy soil ai

necessary to maintain nature-based exhibits.
B. illustrates how much effort is required to ensui
that the exhibit survives in an urban setting.

C. describes how the greenhouse is more important t
the installation than is the nurse log.

D. emphasizes how difficult it was for Dion to buil

[4]

the greenhouse.

For Dion, the amount of work in the middle

26. The best placement for the underlined portion woul
be:

26

of a busy city required to sustain this ecosystem

F. where it is now.

M

G. before the word the.
H. after the word this.
J. after the word ecosystem.

27. A. NO CHANGE

conveys an important message. According with the

B. In accordance with
C. In accord with
D. According to

27

artist, the constant effort substitutes for what nature does

instinctively, which highlights the fact that "it's incredibly
difficult, expensive, and technological to approximate that
k-

28. F. NO CHANGE

system." In other words, nature, once destroyed is virtually

G. destroyed, is virtually,
H. destroyed, is virtually
J. destroyed is virtually,

2»

impossible to reponstruct.

Questions 2'Q and 30 ask about the preceding passage as a whole.
29. 'The writer is considering adding the following paren-

30. Suppose the writer's primary purpose had been t<
describe how.<)ne artist uses a work of art to educati
people about an issue the artist feels is important

thetical information to the essay:
(The Neukom in the installation's title refers to
the name of^fee work's patrons.)
If the writer were to add this sentence, it would most
logically be placed at:
A. Point A in Paragraph 1.
B. Point B in Paragraph 2.
C. Point C in Paragraph 2.
D. Point D in Paragraph 3.

Would this essay accomplish that purpose?

F. Yes, because it describes how Dion saw that loca

fdrests were being destroyed and then decided tc
make a sculpture out of a fallen tree.
G. Yes, because it describes Dion's nature-basec

installation and explains the message Dion hope;

to convey through A?eufom Vivarium.

H. No, because it focuses on what Dion's installatior

^ leaks like and how it contributes to the Olympic
Sculpture Park.

J. No, because it fails to indicate what Neukom

Vivarium's viewers actually learn from the

installation.
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PASSAGE III
Internet Gain: Andreessen's Mosaic

Before Mosaic—the web browser-wideTy credited
with popularizing the World "Wide Web—was invented, the
Internet wasn't user-friendly. Internet navigation required

31. A. NO CHANGE

31
}

knowledge of specific typed commands ^online documents,
consisting almost entirely of text, were hard to locate and

download. Given these obstruct^e hindrances, many

B." navigation, which required
C.. navigation that required
D. navigation requiring,

32. F. NO CHANGE
G. What with the problematic issues,
H. Because of these difficulties,
J. Owing to the messiness,

32

people assumed the web would remain the domain of

technology experts and never have mass appeal. Marc
Andreessen believed the opposite, everyone would

33. A. NO CHANGE
B. opposite; because
C. opposite:
D. • opposite

33

want the Internet. I M

\

34. Which of the following statements, if added here,
would provide the best transition to the discussion of
Andreessen's browser?

F. He thought Internet speeds would eventually
increase.

G. The amount of information online was immense.
H. Few people had Internet access at the time.
J. People just needed the right tool.
As a student worker, for the National Center for

35. A. NO CHANGE

B. worker, for the National Center for Supercomput-

35

Supercomputing Applications, (NCSA) at the University

ing Applications, (NCSA),

^. worker for the National Center for Supercomput-

35

ing Applications, (NCSA),

D. worker for the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)

of Illinois, Andreessen became enthralled by the Internet.

36. Which choice most strongly conveys that Andreessen
developed a strong affinity for the Internet?
F. NO CHANGE

M

In 1992, he conceived of a browser that would simplify

G. first gained access to
H. spent many hours on
J. saw the utility of

web navigation. Rather than typing specific commands,

people would be able to access different web pages by
clicking on icons. He showed his idea to fellow student
I
V

Eric Bina, who helped refine the program. The two
then worked with the NCSA to develop Mosaic,
which became available in 1993. Free to anyone with

37. A. NO CHANGE
B. the NCSA made the program
C. they made Mosaic

37

an Internet connection, Mosaic quickly became popular.

D. it became
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38. F. NO CHANGE
G. That year, approximately 60,000 copies of t

Approximately 60,000 copies of the browser were
3»

downloaded in its first year.

browser

H. Approximately 60,000 copies of the brows
(Mosaic)

J. Approximately, but not exactly, 60,000 copies
the browser

Mosaic was soon not the first web browser, but

39. The best placement for the underlined portion wou
be:

39

it surpassed all rivals. Unlike other browsers, Mosaic

A. where it is now.
, B. after the word Mosaic.

was easy to install, and it worked on every operating

C. after (fae v/ovd browser (and before the comma).
D. after the word K.

system. It was the first browser to display pictures
and text on the same page | <« |. Featuring hyperlinks,

40. At this point, the writer is considering adding the fc
lowing phrase (adjusting the punctuation as needed):

adding much-needed visual appeal
Should the writer make this addition?

F. Yes, because it reveals that Mosaic was the fit

browser to display pictures alongside text.
G. Yes, because it emphasizes that using Mosa
made web browsing more enjoyable.
H. No, because it implies that the text-based doe

/

ments on the Internet weren't useful.

J. No, because it suggests that, initially. Mosaic w,
similar to other web browsers.

41. A. NO CHANGE

the user of the program was able to visit other web

B. the program's user was enabled
C. the program enabled the user
D. it was easy for the user

41

pages with one click. "With Mosaic," said onewriter,
"the online world appears to be a vast, interconnected
universe of information."

42. If the writer were to delete the preceding sentence, tl
essay would primarily lose a statement that:
F. argues that, before Mosaic, few people searchc

42

\

the Internet for information.

G. specifies some of the features that made Mosa:
.popular among its users.

Even though it gave way to other, more

H. credits Mosaic with making the Internet feel moi

sophisticated browsers within a few years. Mosaic

coherent to usprs.

J. compares the designs of later web browsers t
showed average usftrs the significance of the Internet.

Mosaic's design.

43. A. NO CHANGE

Comparatively, its simplicity encouraged people to

B. Moreover, ,.

43

create and upload thfefr own content. In the year

C. Conversely,
D. lastead,

44. F. NO CHANGE

Mosaic was discharged, 623 websites existed.

G. relinquished,

44

H. released,
J. emitted,
<
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Four years later, there were more than 600,000.

45. Given that all the choices are true, which one best con-

eludes the essay by using specific information to com-

45

plete the contrast begun in the previous sentence?

A. NO CHANGE
B. Mosaic's point-and-click interface revolutionized
the way people used the Internet.

C. Andreessen would go on to develop another highly
successful web browser.
D. Since then, the web has expanded at an exponential rate.

PASSAGEIV

A Poetic Olympics

[1]
••,'

During athletic festivals in ancierit Greece, great
poets were placed alongside champion athletes. This.
4(1 . . . .-.. . - /
has never been true of the modem Olympic Games'. [A]

46. Which choice most clearly emphasizes the overwhelm-

ingly positive reception great poets enjoyed during
athletic festivals in ancient Greece?

F. NO CHANGE

The Olympic literary competition, rfeintroduced in 1912

G. celebrated
H. accepted

in Stockholm and included in tfie Games for decades,

J. liked
47. Given that all the choices are accurate, which one best

is poorly remembered and rarely missed. The only genuine
<7

connects this sentence to the information that follows

.

in the next sentence^

A. NO CHANGE
B. was featured along with competitions in music
composition, architecture, sculpture, and painting.
C. is sometimes commented upon when the Olympic
Games are held today.
D. was an homage to the traditions of the people of

\

ancient Greece.

-48. F. NO CHANGE

public excitement for even the very first modem, Olympic

G. very, first, modern Olympic

~*T

H. very first, modem Olympic, .J. very first modern Olympic

literary contest was focused on the scandal surrounding
the winning poem. [B]

...^

[2]
French aristocrat BaTo'n Pierre de Coubertin, who

49. A. NO CHANGE

in 1896 founded the modern Olympic Games, he insisted

B. insistent in his belief

49

C. insisting

that talent in the fine arts was as important as skill in

D. insisted

50. F. NO CHANGE

athletics. After years of opposition from officials whom

G. th<mseKr'es whom
H. who
J. which

so

felt that the modem Games should focus solely on
athletics, Coubertip implemented fine arts competitions,
known as the Pentathlon of Muses,in 1912. [C]
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For the literary contest, it would submit an unpublished

51. A. NO CHANGE
B. competitors

il

C. those

D. they

work; Coubertin did not establish a length requirement.

52. Given that all the choices are accurate, which one pre

vides information about the Olympic literary contes

52 .

After a long deliberation during the literary event's first

that is most clearly relevant at this point in the essay?
F. NO CHANGE
G. work. At the Olympic Games in Paris in 1924,
poem about fencing called "Sword Songs" was th
winning piece.
H. work, though critics mocked some of the limita
dons placed on writers.

J. work, preferably a poem, that was "inspired by th'
idea of sport."

year; finally judges named duo George Hohrod and Martin
S3

Eschbach as gold medalists for their poem "Ode to Sport."

[3]

53. A. NO CHANGE
B. year, judges
C. year, then judges
D. year. Judges

54. F. NO CHANGE

The judges, so impressed by "Ode to Spott" that

G. judges, and having been

S4

they called it "the perfect poem," refused to award either

H. judges had been

J. judges were

silver or bronze medals to any other literary competitors.

55. A. NO CHANGE

Weeks, after the Games had come to an end, the judges

B. Weeks after the Games had come to an end,
C. Weeks, after the Games had come to an end
D. Weeks after the Games had come to an end

55

attempted to contact Hohrod and Eschbach given that
the two had not come forward to receive their medals.

The judges discovered that neither author existed.

56. Given that all the choices are true, which one mosi
effectively leads the reader from the information aboul

S6

Hohrod and Eschbach in the preceding sentence to the
infonnation about Coubertin in the next sentence?

\

F. NO CHANGE
G. After "Ode to Sport" won, Swedish art academies
claimed that the contest, with its thematic focus on
sport, lacked purpose.
H. Submissions began to arri've in anticipation of the
next Olympic literary competition.
J. The judges had read the winning poem, "Ode to
Sport," aloyd to spectators.
f

/>
I

^

M
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A few years later, Coubertin admitted that he himself
had submitted "the perfect poem" pseudonymously. [ n

57. At this point, the writer is considering adding the following sentence:
The founder of the.modern Olympic Games,

Coubertin was also the person who brought

about the fine arts competitions.
Given that the information is true, should the writer
make this addition here?

A. Yes; because it makes clear why Coubertin didn't
include his real name on his poetry submission.

B. Yes, because it suggests that Coubertin knew that

• 14]

the poem he submitted was particularly well
written,

The judges argued that they Bid not know that

C. No, because it repeats information about
Coubertin that is provided earlier in the essay.

Coubertin had written "Ode to Sport," But once

D. No, because it doesn't make clear whether

Coubertin had discussed "Ode to Sport" with the
judges of the literary competition.

Coubertin's ruse was uncovered, distrust for the already
unpopular competition expanded as a result—and the
58

feeling endured. [D] The literary competition was dropped
after the 1948 London Games. Many of the winning poems

58. F. NO CHANGE
G. increased even though dislike of it was not new—
H. grew—
J. blew up because of this unveiling—

have since vanished, with only their titles remaining. Pew
literary historians think that much has been lost.

Questions 59 and 60 ask about the preceding passage as a whole.
59. The writer is considering adding the following sentence to the essay:
Over the years, the contest attracted many

people who wanted to be poets but few talented poets, and even contest organizers began
to doubt the quality of the submissions.
If the writer were to add this sentence, it would most
logically be placed at:
A. Point A in Paragraph 1.
B. Point B in Paragraph 1.
C. Point C in Paragraph 2.
D. Point D in Paragraph 4.

60. Suppose the writer's primary purpose had been to
explain a lesser-known aspect of a widely known
event. Would this essay accoinplish that purpose?
F^ Yes, because it outlines Coubertin's most important accomplishments as the founder of the modern
Olympic Games.
G. Yes, because it describes an element of the modern
Olympic Games that was relatively short lived and
is not very well remembered.
H. No, because it instead considers the merits of fine

arts coinpetitions being a part of popular athletic
events.

J. No, because it instead discusses the poem "Ode to

Sport" and explains why the poem influenced

Coubertin to compete in literary competitions.
PASSAGE V

Capturing the Arctic

first saw the blue glaciers and glittering fjords

61. A. NO CHANGE
B. native Louise Amer Boyd
C. native Louise Arner Boyd,
D. native, Louise Amer Boyd

of the Arctic ice cap during a 1924 photography

62. F. NO CHANGE

San Francisco native, Louise Arner Boyd,
(1

G. cap, which she had never before seen,
H. cap—both glaciers and fjords—
J. cap initially

<2

expedition to Spitsbergen, a Norwegian island,
ACT-A11
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In the United States, little was known about the Arctic; its
63

63. A. NO CHANGE
B. their

C. it's
D. its'

nearly frozen seas, packed with icebergs, made boat travel
M

to the area treacherous. But Boy d, an amateur naturalist

64. If the writer were to delete the underlined porti
(adjusting the punctuation as needed), the essay wot
primarily lose;

F. an indication that the purpose of the 1924 photo

and practiced photographer, made exploring this wide,

raphy expedition Boyd participated in was to ph

togragh icebergs.

G. an explanation of a technique used by seafarers
make traveling the. dangerous seas near Spitsberg
safer.

H. an example of a particular danger facing peop
who might have attempted to travel the Arctic 1
boat.

J. a reason most seafaring boats in the 1920s werer
equipped to navigate around icebergs.
frigid terrain her life's focus. She would lead seven Arctic

65. Given that all "the choices are accurate, which one me

strongly suggests that Boyd conceived of and managi

6S

expeditions, six by sea and one by air, mainly to the east

the seven Arctic expeditions?
A. NO CHANGE

/

coast of Greenland.

B. be a part of
C. experience

Boyd's first two Arctic trips, taken in a small ship

D. embark on

with a small crew, were designed for photographing the
magnificent glaciers. Soon her interest in the region

66. Given that all the choices are true, which one mo
effectively leads the reader from the first sentence i
this paragraph to (he information that follows in tt

M .

expanded beyond capturing its beauty. She secured a

next two sentences?

M

larger, sturdier ship, the Veslekari, and invited several

F. NO CHANGE
G. Boyd had the opportunity to present some of thes
early photographs to the king and queen (

scientists to travel with her. Over the course of three

England.

1930s voyages, she led her team to the farthest

H. In 1960, Boyd became the first woman to b
elected to the board of the American Geographic!

Society.
J. On both journeys, the crew came ashore on
group of islands called Franz Josef Land.

reaches of the Arctic, in 1938, the group anchored

67. A. NO CHANGE
B. Arctic and

<7

C. Arctic; ..^

D. Arctic y

close south of the No"rth Pole. Botanists gathered

68. F. NO CHANGE
G. warby
H. about

J. just

plant specimens from the tundra—paleogeologists

69. A. NO CHANGE
B. tundra,
G. tundra:
tt tuffdra

6»

studied the ancient ice fields, and hydrogeographers
searched for mountains on the ocean floor.

ACT-A11
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Boyd took thousands of photographs, She

worked with the best equipment available, including
a tripod-mounted large-format camera that freed
crisp,
70

70. F. NO CHANGE
G. delivered

H. performed

J. disengaged

high-resolution images of the landscape. She knew
about
71
photogrammetry,. the science of making 3-D measurements
from photographic linages, Bpyd used precise methods to
choose locations and camera positions for its shots. Her
7t
well-executed photos, featured in her book The Fiord

71. A. NO CHANGE

Region of East Greenland, provided the basis for the first
73
accurate large-scale maps of the east coast of the country.

73, A. NO CHANGE

,'

The polar expert's final Arctic journey in 1955 was
74
over the North Pole, in a chartered flight. Her aerial
74
photos document the trip. Today, scieritists are exploring
how Boyd's photographs and writing, along with her
team's studies, might be used to monitor environmental
change in the Arctic.

B. The advanced knowledge she had of
C. She had advanced knowledge of
D. Knowledgeable about

72. F. NO CHANGE
G. his or her

H. their
J. her

B. established the foundation that was the springboard to
C. gave support that assisted in the making oF
D. lent themselves to the purpose of creating
74. Which choice provides the clearest indication that
Boyd's chartered flight over the North Pole was her
final Arctic jouraey ever, not only her final Arctic journey in the year 1955 ?

F. NO CHANGE

G. The polar expert's final Arctic journey in 1955 was
a chartered flight over the North Pole.
H. A chartered flight over the North Pole in 1955 was
the polar expert's final Arctic journey.
J. A chartered flight over the North Pole was the
polar expert's final Arctic journey in 1955.

Question 75 asks about the preceding passage

\

as a whole.

75. Suppose the writer's primary purpose had been to
explain the way Boyd's photojgraphs were used to
make- maps of the east coast of Greenland. Would this

essay accomplish that purpose?

A. Yes, becaus&^the writer hints that because Boyd
had studied pliotogrammetry, she deliberately created photographs-that could be used to make maps.
B. Yes, because the writer makes clear that Boyd had
photc^raphed a region that, before her expeditions,
had not been thoroughly documented.
C. No, because although the writer mentions that
Boyd's photographs were used to make maps, the

/>

writer does not elaborate on how this was done.
D. No, because the "writer instead focuses on describ-

igg hgw Boyd positioned her camera to create
ffigh-resolution images of glaciers.

END OF TEST 1
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READING TEST
35 Minutes—40 Questions .

DIRECTI<SNS: There are several passages in this test.

Each passage is accompanied by several questions.
After reading a passage, choose the best answer to each

question and fill in the corresponding oval on your
answer document. You may refer to the passages as
often as necessary.

'^

Passage I

What had there been before such a ship in my life?
A dugout canoe on a river journey? A launch in Trincomalee harbour? There were always fishing boats on our

^.

LITERARY NARRATIVE: This passage is adapted from the

40 horizon. But I could never have ittiagined the .grandeur

novel The QaCs Table by Michael Ondaatje (©2011 by Michael
Ondaatje). . -

of this castle that was to cross the sea. The longest jour-

neys I had made were car rides to Nuwara 'Eliya and
Horton Plains, or the train to Jaffna, which we boarded

The ship Oronsay is departing from Colombo, Ceylon (a-city in

what is today Sri Lanka), in the early 1950s.

at seven a.m. and disembarked from in the late after-

Michael was eleven years old that night when,
green as he could be about the world, he climbed
aboard the first and only ship of his life. It felt as if a
city had been added to the coast, better lit than any
5 town or village. He went up the gangplank, watching
only the path of his feet—nothing ahead of him

45 noon. We made that journey ^/ith our egg sandwiches, a

existed—and continued till he faced the dark harbour

and sea. There were outlines of other ships farther out,
beginning to turn on lights. He stood alone, smelling
10 everything, then came back through the noise and the
crowd to the side that faced land, A yellow glow over
the city. Already it felt there was a wall between him

and what took place there. Stewards began handing put

food and cordials. He ate several sandwiches, and after
15 that he made his way down to his cabin, undressed, and
slipped into the narrow bunk. He'd never slept under a
blanket before, save once in Nuwara Eliya. He was
wide awake. The cabin was below the level of the

waves, so there was no porthole. He found a switch

20 beside the bed and when he pressed it his head and

But now it had been aTranged,! would be travelling
to England by ship, and that I would be making the

journey alone. No mention was made that this might be

50 an unusual experience or that it could be exciting or
dangerous, so I did not approach it with any joy or fear.
I was not forewarned that the ship would have seven
levels, hold more than six hundred people including a
captain, nine cooks, engineers, a veterinarian, and that

55 it would contain a small jail and chlorinated pools that
would actually sail with us over two oceans. The depar-

ture date was marked casually on the calendar by my
aunt,,who had notified the school that I would be leav-

ing at&e end of the tenn. The fact of my being at sea

60' for twenty-one days was spoken of as having not much
significance, so I was surprised my relatives were even

bothering to accompany me to the harbour. I had

assumed I would be taking a bus by myself and then
change onto another at Borelia Junction.

pillow were suddenly lit by a cone of light.

He did not go back up on deck for a last look, or to

wave at his relatives who had brought him to the harbour. He could hear singing and imagined the slow and

25 then eager parting of families taking place in the
thrilling night air. I do not know, even now, why he
chose this solitude. Had whoever brought him onto the
Oronsay already left? In films people tear themselves

away from one another weeping, and the ship separates
30 from land'while the departed hold on to those disappearing faces until all distinction is lost.
I try to imagine who the boy on the ship was. Perhaps a sense of self is not even there in his nervous
stillness in the narrow bunk, in this green grasshopper

35 or little cricket, as if he has been smuggled away accidentally, with no knowledge of the act, into the future.

65 There had been just one attempt to introduce me to
the situation of the journey. A lady named Flavia Prins,
whose husband knew my uncle, turned out to be making

the same journey aaS was invited to tea one afternoon
to meet with me. She would be travelling in First Class

70 but promised ,to keep an eye on me. I shook her hand

carefully, as it was covered with. rings and bangles^ and
she then turned away .to continue the conversation I had
interrupted. I spent most of the.hour listening to a few
uncles and counting how many of the trimmed sand-

75 wiches they ate.

On my last day, I found an empty school examinalion booklet, a pencil, a pencil sharpener, a traced map
of the world, and put them into my small suitcase.
As I got into the car, it was explained to me that

80 after I'd crossed the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea

* * *
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and the Red Sea, and gone through the Suez Canal into
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the Mediterranean, I would arrive one moroing on a
small pier in England and my mother would meet me
there. It was not the magic or the scale of the journey
85 that was of concern to me, but that detail of how my
mother could know when exactly I would alrive in that
other country.

5. The passage makes clear that once Michael boards the
Oronsay, he feels that the city he is leaving has
become:

A. morally corrupt.

B. physically shut off from him.

.••

C. aesthetically beautiful.

D. figuratively lifted and carried with him.

And if she would be there.

6. The main point of .the second paragraph (lines 22-31)
is for the narrator to analyze the circumstance of:
F. Michael's relatives leaving the harbor as soon as
Michael had boarded th^Oronsay,

1. The passage can most reasonably be dffscribed as being
divided into two sections that, taken together, explore;
A. Michael's first week on the Oronsay as told from
two perspectives, one hging that of Michael's

G. Michael enjoying listening to families singing but

refusing to join in with them.
H. Michael not returning to the deck to wave good-

mother. ( n;

B. elements of Michael's journey as told from two

bye to his relatives.

J. Michael's relatives Weeping as the Oronsay

perspectives; one beiqg that of Michael as a young
boy. ' :: '

departed.

C. two outcomes of Michael's journey, both presented
from the perspective of Michael as an adult. ^
D. Michael's relationship with his family, presented

7. The interaction between Michael and FlaviaPrins that
is described in the passage most^strongly suggests that

from the perspective of two of Michael's relatives.

although Prins has promised to k^ep an eye on Michael

during his journey, she is:

2. The description of the Oronsay as having seven levels,

A. fairly indifferent to him and not particularly

nine cooks, a veterinarian, a small jail,;and chlorinated
pools (lines 52-56) most strongly supports which of
the following statements &bo\lttbe Oronsay or its
passengers?
Ei "It felt as if a city had laeeff added to the coast"
(lines 3-4). ,

fopused on his well-being.

B. likely going tQ..retract her promise as a result of
Michael's rode behavior during tea.
C. planning to make suresomeone else provides him
with constant attention and care.

D. intending to ignore him, if not make certain that

G. "The cabin was below the level of the waves, so
there was no porthole" (lines 18-19).
H. "I do not know, even now, .why he chose this solitude" (lines 26-27).
J. "But now it had. been arranged I would be travelling to England by ship" (lines 47-48).

his journey is difficult.

8. In the passage, Michael is metaphorically referred to
as:

F. a smuggler.
G. rings and bangles.
H. /greengrass.

3. As it is used in lines 65-66, the phrase "introduce me
to the situation of the journey" most nearly means:
A. list for the narrator the people he will likely meet
on his trip.
B. explain to the narrator what his mother knows

J.. a little cricket.

9. The passage indicates that Michael's journey to England will require:

C. draw for the narrator a map of the exact route of

A. relying on the expertise of a team of captains.
B. disembarKiiig tfae^roflia.ymidjourney.

D. prepare the narrator in general for the circum-

D. spending twenty-onie days at sea.

about his trip.

C. avoiding fraveling on the.Red Sea.

his tnp.

stancesof his trip. , ,

4. Based on the passage, Michael's relatives arrange for
and approach Michael's journey to England in a
manner that can best be described as:
F. fearful and tense.
G. excited and frantic. ,
H. meticulous and generous.
J. understated and matter-of-fact.

ACT.A11

10. tt caii most xeasoitably be inferred from the passage
that tiienaiTatbrcouiitS,\thesa.aawicheshis uncles eat
(lines 73-75) mainly because the narrator:
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F. wants to know how many sandwiches he will be
given to cat once he boards the ship; :
G. hopes that his uncles like the sandwiches,

H. feels bored, as tfre adults eoriverse'.
J. is nervous around his loud uncles.
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50 goes back centuries—to a time when the Russian aristocracy- spoke French, not Russian. Russian food is

Passage II

pooh-poohed as unhealthy and unsophisticated.

SOCIAL SCIENCE: Passage A is adapted from "The Unified
Theory of Gumbo" by Lolis Eric Elie (©2012 by Smlthsonlan
Institution). Passage B is adapted frjwi "Th6 Borscht Belt" by

Among the many things that annoy Symikov is the

fact that a good number of the despised Russian dishes

Julia loffe (©2012 by Cond6 Nast).

55 aren't even Russian. "I did an informal survey of
eighteen- to twenty-five-year-olds in Moscow and
St. Petersburg, and asked them, "Name some traditional
Russian dishes,'" Symikbv told me. "What they named
was horrible: borscht, whi'ch is Ukrainian, and potatoes,
60 which are an American plant. In the middle of the eighteenth century, there v^aye riots because people didn't
want to grow potatoes?' He insists that real Russian
food, contained no potatoes, no tomatoes, few beets, and
little meat. Instead, there were a lot of grains, fish, and
65 dairy, as well as hoiiey, cucumbers, turriips, cabbage,
apples, andtlle:produce of Russia's vast forests—mushrooms and &emes.. Because of the climate, little of this
was eaten fresli; it was salted, pickled, or dried for the
long winter. Most of Russia ate this way until the twen-

Passage A by Lolis Eric Elie
As the Cajun craze had its way with America in
the 1980s, I began to hear tourists, visitors and trans-

plants to New Orleans praising this or that gumbo for
its thickness and darkness. This was strange to me.
5 Gumbo was supposed tc/ be neither thick nor dark. Even

more important, "dark" and, "thick" were being used not
as adjectives, but as achievements. It was as if making a

dark gumbo was a culinary accomplishment on par with
making a featheriight biscuit or a perfectly barbecued
10 beef brisket. Naturally, I viewed these developments
with suspicion and my suspicion focused on the kitchen

of Commander's Palace and its celebrated chef^ Paul

70 tieth century.

Prudhomme.

By exploring Iffie^ Russian food that existed before

Prudhomme hails from Cajun Country, near
15 Opelousas, Louisiana. He refers to his cooking not so
much as Gaj un, but as "Louisiana eooking," and thus
reflective of influences beyond his home parish. For
years I blamed him for the destruction of the gumbo
universe. Many of the chefs and cooks in New Orleans

20 restaurants learned under him or under his students.

Many of these cooks were not from Louisiana, and thus
had no homemade guide as to what good gumbo was

supposed to be. As I saw it then, these were young,
impressionable cooks who lacked the loving guidance

25 and discipline that only good home training can
provide.

My reaction was admittedly nationalistic, since
New Orleans is my nation. The Cajun incursion in and

potatoes, SyrniKov: hopes to help Russians reacquaint
themselves wMt|w:^untry's agrarian roots, and to
convince them ffiat t&eii^national cuisine can be just as
75 flavorfulasanything^ffiey.jDa^it^find
in a sushi bar. He
spends his time travielling^tKrbugh the countryside in
search of old recipes^ t!y^g|E!ieinIumseli, and blogging
About his experiences'^@ttea,;?»Ssbreyjeifat in as aconsultant on projects t& inafce^a re«taua:aat ^

;80 Russian. Recently.>h^|iaiB^ie^^;i)Iao^^
generated database ^?;$oifc^cip®s;:WMy'taea^s to send
out a can across all ofRussiia,"]!ii6J^ia'oie."Ifyouhave
a grandmother who makes 5ftartur -—disk-shaped
pastries—"take a picture ^j.lB^, write down the
85 recipe. To me, it's absohilel^ofeiviSBs tKtiat, if we don't

of itself didn't bother me. We are all enriched immea30 surably when we encounter other people, other languages, other traditions, other tastes. What bothered me
was the tyrannical influence of the tourist trade. Tourist
trap restaurants, shops, cooking classes, and at times it

/ wake up and find out from these ;xttd Women and set it
down on paper, in twetttyyeiEEpT^e'won't have anyone
to ask. Russian culture wiUlose1 a very significant part
of itself." : ^: :^ ;

seemed the whole of the French Quarter, were given
35 over to providing visitors with what they expected to
find. There was no regard for whether the offerings
were authentic New Orleans food or culture. Suddenly

andouille sausage became the local standard even
though most New Orleanians had never heard of it.
40 Chicken and andouille gumbo suddenly was on menus
all over town. This was the state of my city when I
moved back here in 1995.

11. The author of: Passage A mentions "a featherlight

biscuit" ^and "a perfectly barbecued be&f brisket"
(lines 9-10) primarily to:

Passage B by Julia loffe

As a self-appointed guardian of authentic Russian

fare, Maksim Syrnikoy, who has spfrnt the past two
45 decades studying traditional Russian cuisine, has a

problem: Russians don't hold Russian food in particularly high esteem. When they eat out, they favor more
exotic cuisines, like Italian or Japanese. The tendency
to find foreign food more desirable is a prejudice that

ACT.A11

Questions 11-13 ask about Passage A.
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A. contrast their deliciousness with the inferior taste
of a dark and thick gumbo.

B. offer additional examples of New Orleans cuisine
that was, in the author's view, being corrupted.
C. illustrate the types of authentic New Orleans food
that tourists used to gravitate toward.
D. provide-examples of what the author views as real
culinary successes, in contrast to dark gumbo.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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12. It can reasonably be inferred that the author of
Passage A thinks that in comparison to authentic Cajun

cuisine, Prudhomme's "Louisiana cooking":
F. demands less creativity.
r
G. requires more discipline,

17. As he is presented in Passage B, Symikov most clearly
indicates that he believes failing to record traditional
Russian folk recipes will:
A. force Russian cuisine to reinvent itself.
B. ruin his existing database of folk recipes.
G. result in a significant loss of Russian culture,

H. is much easier to master.
J. reflects broader influencres.

D.

13. The author of Passage A most directly indicates that he

lead younger generations of Russians to leam folk
recipes from their grandmothers.

originally attributed the ruiii of the gumbo universe to

which of the following?

A. Tourists monopolizing New Orleans's entire

French Quarter .,
B. The Cajun craze that took hold of the United
States in the 1980s , ^

^

C. The sudden, prevalence of chicken and andouille
gumbo in the 1990s

D. The pervasive influem;e of Prudhomme on New
Orleans restaurants

Questions 18-20 ask about both passages.
18. Which of the following statements best captures a
main difference in the focus of the two passages? ,

Questions 14-17 ask about Passage B.

F. Passage 4k focuses on the ahlhor's interactions

14. The author of Passage B most strongly indicates that

Syrnikov believes Russians tend notto favor their

national cuisine mainly because:
F. they are embarrassed by their country's, agrarian
history and want to distance tliemselves from it.
G. the prejudices held by Russia's ruling class long
ago led to a ban on traditional Russian cuisine.
H. they consider food from other fcountries to be more
appealing and more refmed.

with Prudhomme, while Passage B focuses on
Syrnikov's frustration with the ignorance of the
general Russiafl public.

G. Passage A focuses on how the tourist trade
affected New Orleans cuisine, while Passage B

focuses on how communities are working together
to preserve authentic Russian fare.

H. Passage A focuses on the author's prejudice

15. The author of Passage B describes some of Symikov's
common activities in lines 75-8 1 primarily to;

against food from non-Cajun cultures, while Passage B focuses on Syrnikov's attempt to spread
awareness aboutwhat Russian cuisine truly is.
J. Passage A focuses on the author's struggle with
public perception of authentic New Orleans food,
while Passage B focuses on Syrnikov's efforts to
correct
misconceptions about Russian cuisine.
/

A. suggest that Syrnikov feels overwhelmed by the
scope and number of his projects.
B. emphasize Symikov's dedication to helping Russians rediscover tbeir true culinary roots.
C. imply that Symikov plans to open his own authentic Russian restaurant after completing his

19. With regard to their own region's authentic cuisine,
both New Orleans transplants in Passage A and
modern Russians in Passage B are characterized as
being:

J. only old women know how to make traditional
Russian dishes like shanishki.

research.

D. downplay Syrnikov's lackof culinary training by
focusing on his experience with traditional folk
recipes.

16. According to Passage B, Symikov makes which of the
following claims regarding potatoes?
F. Potatoes were once a staple ingredient in traditional Russian cuisine.

G. Potatoes were grown throughout Russia until the
twentieth century.

H. Potatoes were unpopular in eighteenth-century
Russia.

J. Potatoes actually originated in Ukraine, not in
Russia.

ACT-A11
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A. perplexed.
B. disdainful.
C. misirifomied. '
D. knowledgeable.

20. Both passages support the idea that learning how to

cook traditional and authentic regional food is best
accomplished by:
F. gleaning knowledge from cooks native to the area.
G. studying under professional chefs in a restaurant.
H. traveling and learning about other cultures' foods.
J. receiving hands-on training in a culinary school.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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that spring to mind), the presence of work—agrarian or
domestic—\n All the Living was not a self-conscious
choice. For that matter, even though I conceptualize

Passage III

HUMANITIES; This passage is adapted from the article "An
Interview with C. E. Morgan" by Thomas Fabisiak (©2010 by
University of North Carolina-Chapel ffilll.^ f '

55 landscape writing as overtly political, that doesn't mean

.*

All the Living is C. E, Morgan's debut rrovel. Set in rural Kentucky in the 1980s, her novel follows a young couple's struggles as they take responsibility for a family farm.

Thomas Fabisiak: In what way does the fact that yoyr
descriptive work in A// the Living fofiuses on landscape
make it a political act?

C. E. Morgan: I think it's akm to the moral force that's

I self-consciously insert it in a text where it doesn't
belong. With All the Living, I don't feel I made choices
in the first draft of the novel. It felt like the book just
came, and itcame with an inborn temperament, tenor,
60 and set of characters and concerns. I obeyed the book.

Or perhaps, because a text is not a willful or Sentient
being (thbugtiit somettnies feels like it!), it might be

more accurate to say I obeyed the hazy, deepest part of
the brain, which bypasse§;.)he intellect as it constructs
65 meaning via image, myth, poetry: our essential

i

languages.

5 there in fiction in the preservation of character. Fiction

asks us to bring sustained attention to the Other; when a
reader chooses to continue reading a novel, regardless
of the likability of a. character, the sustained attention to
that character has moral ramifications. Landscape writ-

10 ing—most especially when it's done at length and in a

. style that deviates from prose norms, so that its very
presentation is interruptive or "estranging" as the formalists might have said—encourages the reader to stop,
reread, listen, imagine, reconsider, admire, appreciate
15 with new eyes. The reader pight complain that this
kind of writing draws attention to itself, but this kind of
writing doesn't merely draw attention to its own aesthetic strategies—it also draws attention to land. The
land is imperiled; we know that. Land is always imper20 iled wherever the human puts his or her foot. The atten- ,

tion paid to landscape in a narrative is, I believe,
attention that's paid to land itself, not just to marks on a
page. Deep appreciation can result from an engagement

with that kind of beauty, and that can manifest in
25 action. That is how it might be seen as a political act to

For myself, though you're nght that I work intensely on
any project when I have one, I don't think of my writing as a job. I think of it as a vocation, and as such,
70 there's a huge gulf between what I do and capitalist
notions of productivity, though the work is dissemi-

nated in the marketplace through a capitalist framework. I'm very wary of rigorous work ethic for the sake
of rigorous work ethic—this i&ea that a writer should
75 produce a noyei every yiear or two years; that they
should be punching a clocli; somehow, A lot of people
seem to buy into that; it's;haril.Bf®t^o in, this culture.
But I don't want to produce ^usttq.prpduce. I don't
want to write just to write, orpubiisfijusttogetapay80 c&eck. I see no value in that. Frankly^ fife world doesn't

fieed more Books; it needs better boolcs./''Vbc;afionistied
up with notions of service, arid as an artist you serve
people by giving them your best, fhe work you produce
ffaat you truly believe to'be of value, not just what
85 you're capable of producing if you work ten hours a
day every day for forty years.

do this kind of writing (particularly about a region,

such as this one, rural Kentucky, that is continuously
being ravaged by corporations that consumers unwit-

;•••

tingly feed).

30 Thomas Fabisiak: In addition to landscape, though. All
the Living also involves a sustained focus on work, and
specifically on work on the land, farming, taking care
of animals, etc. Together these suggest an overarching
pastoral quality. Without waiiting you to interpret All

35 the Living for readers, because you've told me that you
hate imposing yourself into people's encounters with
the book, I'm wondering if you could say, something

an interview in which the interviewee;

A. defends Herself iiagaialst.^arsfi: commentary by the
mterviewei';'-;-:'?K'5":4'''•'..•- "'• .

about your focus on work, and whether and to what
extent it is related to the focus on landscape more gen40 erally. One thing that occurred to me repeatedly as I
was reading the book was that, as a writer, you work
very meticulously, and take "your work" as seriously,
perhaps, as "the work" itself in the sense of the finished

B. challenges the interviewer, urging him to ask her
. relevant questtbns;
C. turns qHesttoas^aslced^ to her back to the interviewer, iiivitinga'casuat'dialogue.

D. responds to the interviewer's questions with

book, etc. Would I be wrong to think that there may be
45 a latent ethical, if not political, conlponent to this
aspect of your writing as well, both in your own commitment to hard work and in the ongoing presence of
the th&me of work in the novel?

C. E. Morgan: Well, while there are many novels I
50 admire that depict working-class labor (Anna Karenina
and In the Skin of the Lion sm.d Germinal are the first
A"CT.A11

21. The structure Of the passage cahybest be described as

34

involved, abstract answers.

22. In the passage, Morgan argues that, for the reader,
landscape writing might feel panicu'larly "intermptive
or 'estranging'" (line 12) when it is presented:
F. in an otherwise plot-driven novel.
G. by an unskilled or inexperienced writer.

H. at length and in an unconventional prose style.
J. in the opening pages of a novel.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.

3

3

23. Based on the passage, how would Morgan respond to a
reader's complaint that landscape writing "draws attenA. She would agree but claim that landsdfepe writing
also draws attention to land.
B. She would agree but'claim that if the writer
had been focused, landscape writingshould be
engaging.
C. She would disagree, arguing that landscape writing
focuses solely on drawing attention to land.
tion to itself" (line 16)?

D. She would disagree, arguing that sdme readers are
simply not willing to read landscape writing.

24. In the passage, Morgan most s^pngly suggests that a
reader's attention to the land whilereading a landscape
narrative might lead the reader to:

F. act to protect the land.

G. forget that the land is in peril.

27. The passage makes clear that, from a previous
exchange with Morgan, Fabisiak knows that Morgan
does not like to do which of the following?

A. Inteipret A// /Ac Living for her readers

B. Tell her readers that, like the characters in All the
Living, she lives in Kentucky
C. Work ten hours a day every day

D. Discuss
which regions of the United States she
plans to write about

28. The
passage most strongly^ suggests that Morgan
focuses on depicting which 'types of work in her novel
All the Living'7
F. Corporate or agrarian .

G. Agrarian or domestic

H. Domestic or creative

J. Creative or corporate

29. Morgan directly compares a writer being expected to

H. misinterpret the writer's purpose.
J.- research the writer's academic background.

produce a novel every year or two years to the act of

25. refers
As it is used in line 22, the word
marks most nearly
to;
A. creases and smudges.
B. words and symbols. ; "

C. notches and ticks.
D. lines and boundaries.

26. As it is used in line 24, the phrase "that kindof
beauty" most specifically refers to the beauty of the:

F. human being.
G. -intellect.
H. political act.

having to: - \
A. work overtime.
B. assemble products in a factory.
C; punch a clock.
D. sellgobds on commission.

30. In the passage, Morgao makes clear her perspective
that an artist is serving people when that artist takes
which of the following approaches to his or her work?
F. Continually o.ffering new work that the artist
knows people ^will want to buy
G. it
Regularly studying others' work arid learning from
H. Creating
and presenting work that the artist
believes to.be valuable

J. Modifying
focus of the work when people's
interest-Inthe
it wanes

J. ]&B^

;1::11'Y--''11
•^tr :/•••-

.:.
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ments such as, 'Although all of these observations gave
values of e within 2 percent of the final mean, the

Passage IV

NATURAL SCIENCE: This passage is adapted from Free Radlca/s by Michael Brooks (©2011 by Michael Brooks),
••<

y

As the twentieth century began, Rtobert Millikan
was fast approaching forty. All around him, physics was

at its most exhilarating, yet Millikan had dO-ne practically nothing. So he decided to measure e, the charge
5 on the electron.

Millikan's idea was simple. A droplet of water that
had been given an electr.ie charge would be attracted to

a metal plate which carried an opposite charge. He
arranged his apparatus social the eleetrical attraction
10 pulled the droplet up, while gravity pulled it down. This

gave him a way to measure e. First he would find the

mass of the droplet. TI^en he would measure the voltage
needed for the attraction to the metal plate to cancel out
the downward pull of gravity. From those two piec.es of

15 information he could get a measure of the charge on the
droplet.

The experiment was far from simple to carry out,

however. Finding that the water droplets tended to
evaporate before any measurements could be made,

20 Millikan set to the task of trying the same trick with oil
droplets.

felt obliged to discard them'. This admirable honesty

about the selection of data points had given Ehrenhaft
ammunition that he used enthusiastically in his long
feud with Millikan. Perhaps, with the italicised state60 ment, Millikan was making sure that he gave his foe no
more.

That would certainly explain somisithing that is

otherwise inexplicable; Millikan abQrtedthe experimental run on twenty-ftw of the droplets in the work

65 reported in the 1913 paper. According to Goodstein,
Millikafl preferred to use droplets that showed a change

.in c.harge, gaming or losing an electron (as tie saw it)
during the measurement. Millikan may also have
judged some droplets to be too small or too large to
70 yield reliable data, Goodsteln says. If they were too
large, .they would fall too rapidly to be reliably
observed. Too^smaB; and their fall (and thus the charge
result) would be affected by random collisions with air
molecules. Goodstein.interprets the italicised statement
75 as an assertion that there wete only fifty-eight 'complete enough' sets of dat&.

'* But Goodstein undoes his ^deftace by stating that

in order to make the 'too large* j6r too sin^ll' distinc-

tion, all the data wouldneed to ha\»eb«en taken in the
80 first place. ; ; •

In 1910, at the age of forty-two, he finally pub-

lished a value for e. It was meant to be his careerdefining publication. Eventually, it was—but Millikan
25 still had years of difficult and dirty work ahead of him.

The Austrian physicist Felix Ehrenhaft refuted

Millikan's results with a similar set of experiments that
seemed to show that electrical charge can be infinitely
small. There is no fundamental, minimum unit of
30 charge, Ehrenhaft said; there is no 'electron'. The series
of experiments the desperate Millikan then performed
were to cast a lasting shadow over his scientific
integrity.

According to biologist Richard Lewontin^ Millikan
out of his way to hide the existence of inconvenient data'. David Gopdstein, a physics professor, says

35 'went

Millikan 'certainly did not commit scientific fraud'. So
where does the truth lie?

The debate hangs on a phrase in Millikan's 1913
40 paper refuting Ehrenhaft and showing ffiat every measurement of electric charge gives a value of e or an integer multiple of e. In his 1913 paper, Millikan says that,
.his data table 'contains a complete summary of the
results obtained on all of the 58 different drops upon
45 which complete series of observations were made'. The
statement is written in italics, as if to give it special

weight. The notebooks for the 191_3 paper show that

Millikan certainly did not convince his peers
straight away. The. arguments with Ehrenhaft rumbled
on long enough for MilliKan's, Nobel Prize to be

delayed for three years—it eventually came in 1923.
85 But here's the point: Millikan was right about the
electron and its charge. Few laboratories managed to
ireplicate Ehren'haft's results, but students now replicate
Millikan's results all across the world. No one now
believes that the fundamental unit of charge is anything

90 other than Millikan's e.

To get his Nobel Prize, Millikan had to play hard
and fast withwhat we might call 'accepted practice'.
•z, •• -: 1'1/ : ;-.1- .:• ^

"^ ^.w^.:.
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31. The main purpose of the.passage is to use the example
of Millikan to show:

A. how a theory becomes accepted.
B. that some well-accepted scientific ideas have a sul-

Millikan actually took data on 100 oil droplets. Did
Millikan cherry-pick the data in order to confirm his

lied past.

50 original result and crush Ehrenhaft underfoot?

He certainly had motive. In Millikan's 1910 paper
he had made the 'mistake' of full disclosure with stateACT-A11

55 uncertainties of the observations were such that , .. I

36

C. the challfenges scientists faced in measuring e.
D. that some scientists get credit for work that is not
their own.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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32. Based
on the passage, the debate between Millikan and
Ehrenhaft is best described as:
F. tense; their professional reputations were^at stake.

G. unprofessional;
they sabotaged- eacR other's
experiments.

H. collegia!; each wanted to push the other to create a
stronger theory.
J. indirect; although their work intersected along
some lines, they were primarily working in different fields.

36. Ingraph
the passage,
the primary purpose of the ninth para(lines 62-76) is to:
F.

present Goodsteia's defense of Millikan's choices
regarding the data reported in Millikan's 1913
G. paper.
argue against Goodstein's interpretation of
Millikan's motives.
H. summarize the current prevailing view of
Millikan's methods.
J. offer an overview ofMiIIikan's explanation of how
he organized and presente^his data.

/

<&.

33. The passage indicates that the debate regarding
Millikan 's integrity centers on :
A. others' ability-to replicafe the results of Ehreiihaft's
experiments more readily than those ofMillikan's
experiments.
B., Millikan's decision to switch from using water
droplets to oil droplets.

C. certain statements Millikan made about the apparatus he used in his experiments.
D. a discrepancy between data in Klillikan's 1913
paper and information in his notebooks.

37. The passage indicates that Ehrenhaft's experiments led
him to make which of the following assertions in refuting the claims in MiIIikan's 1910 paper?

A. There is no electron.

B. Millikan's value for e is too low.

C. Millikan.
failed to take prevailing scientific theories into account.

D. The value of e varies with the substance one is
measuring. - ^

38. Based on the passage, the author's assertion that
Millikan's experiments "were to cast a lasting shadow
over his-scieiitifie i&tegrity" (lines 32-33) is best
described as:

34. It can reasonably be inferred that the passage author
considers Millikan's decision to Offer full disclosure in

his 1910 paper as:

F. an understandable mistake that most scientists
rightfully avoid.
G. an admirable choice with an unfortunate
consequence. .
H. a Strategic dedsion that paid off in the end.
J. a naive decision revealing desperation.

35. The passage indicates that in his experiment to mea-

sure e, Millikan switched from water to oil droplets

because;

A. other
physicists had found that oil droplets were
easier to work with.
B. with
oil he found it easier to form droplets with
little variation in size.
C. oil droplets allowed him to take accurate measurements more consistently.
D. oil droplets could be reused for other experiments.

F. an opinion based on casual assumptions about scienlists working in the early 1900s.
G. an opinion based on the passage author's efforts to
imagine himself in Millikan's position,
H. a reasoned judgment based-on consideration of the
debate sparked by these experiments.
J. anotebooks.
fact that Millikan clearly explains in his

39. The passage author references Lewontin and Goodstein

in the sixth paragraph (lines 34-38) primarily in order

to: .

A. identify two leading arguments about Millikan's
methodology.
B. explain how a scientist's background might influence his or her opinion of Millikan's findings.
C. emphasize that current experiments on the electron
contradict Millikan'sTindings.
D. highlight the difficulty Millikan's contemporaries
had in replicating Millikan's experiments.

40. As it is used in line 39, the phrase hangs on most
nearly means:

F. continues.

G. depends on.

H. sticks with.

J. blames on.

END OF TEST 3

STOP1 DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
DO NOT RETURN TO A PREVIOUS TEST.
ACT.AT 1
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